
SUNDEK AIR-CUSH WOODEN FLOORING 
 
Sundek Air Cush Wooden Floor is safe and injury free sports floor with excellent and consistent 
resiliency, friction and ball bounce. It is designed to nullify injury impact on various parts of a human 
body. It meets all the requirements laid down by respective International Agencies/Bodies/Federations, 
for various kinds of sports surfaces in respect to shock absorption, energy consumption, ball bounce, 
restitution and stability. It also provides an optimal balance between friction and slide, which is 
necessary to improve performance and enhance comfort. 
 
Players of all levels and age find comfort and safety in our wooden flooring systems. Our shock 
absorbing rubber pads protect the body from injuries, wear and tear, fatigue and help in extending 
playing careers. The flooring tiles are produced from FSC certified Imported Maple /Teak/ Beech / Oak 
logs processed at our own manufacturing unit in Gujarat. As the flooring tiles are produced at our own 
unit, we do not risk the quality standards we maintain. These wooden species have been internationally 
recognized/ accepted by respective sports governing bodies and are selected for its exceptional 
strength, durability and high resistance to wear and tear. The wood is kiln seasoned/dried and pressure 
treated with anti-termite chemicals in closed vessels. Proper care is taken to minimize the risk of 
contraction/expansion, which is a natural characteristic of wood. The floor boards are specially 
machined to a tongue and groove design for concealed joints. Sundek flooring is resistant to wear and 
tear which can happen with vigorous and extensive use by the players. Selection and use of uniform 
color floor tiles ensure clear and equal visibility of ball while playing. Stains and dirt can be effectively 
cleaned with basic care. The International Standards and Specifications are strictly adhered to. 
 
Sundek Air-Cush Wooden flooring is a preferred status for use in prestigious clubs, gymkhanas, 
stadiums, schools and other organizations. The surface is ideally laid for Multipurpose Hall, Squash 
Courts, Badminton Courts, Basketball Courts Volleyball Courts, Gymnasiums, Auditoriums, Aerobics, 
Meditation Halls and Health Clubs. 
 
Advantages 

 Affordable and long lasting multi-sport surface. 

 True bounce & ball response qualities. 

 Suitable for both cement and asphalt surfaces. 

 Speed variation from fast to slow. 

 Excellent grip in all weather conditions. 

 Available in different non glare stable colours. 

 Tennis Australia, ATP Tour, ATF & ITF Classification. 

 No wear patches in heavy play areas 

 Reduces fatigue of muscles 

 Re-coatable& repairable 
 
SQUASH COURT 
 
The court size was codified in the 1920s at 975 cm (32 feet) and 640 cm (21 feet) wide. The front wall 
has a "front wall line" 457 cm (15 feet) above the floor, connected by a raking "front" line meeting the 
"out" line on the back wall at 213 cm (7 feet) above the floor. The front wall also has a "service line" 
whose top is 183 cm (6 feet) above the floor with the "board" (the equivalent of a net) 48 cm (18. 9 



inches) high. The floor is marked with a transverse "half-court" line and further divided into two rear 
"quarter courts" and two "service boxes", as shown in the diagram.  
 
Sundek Squash Court Glass Back Wall 
 
Exhaustively tested by leading competent authorities, the Sundek Glass Wall System meets all 
recommended safety standards and building codes. The design, manufacture and installation of all 
components are rigorously controlled and guarantees that repeated high energy impacts can be 
withstood without breakage whilst still providing an ideal court wall. The unique door hinge completely 
eliminates the risk of finger trap. The glass walls give spectators a clear unimpeded view of the action on 
court which also helps in coaching and a good view for the referee. The material used is wholly 
compatible with 12 mm toughened glass and able to cope with the constant stresses applied.  
 
Sunplast Squash Court Hard Plaster 
 
Sunplast hard plaster system gives the finest court surface with unique combination of great strength 
and whiteness. Hard wall plaster system needs no painting or cleaning to restore it back to its pristine 
state. Minimum life expectancy exceeds any plaster product currently available in the world. These walls 
are compliant with all specifications and standards defined by the world squash federation. This system 
has been tried and tested all over the world. Moreover, it is in use in all kinds of climatic conditions from 
sub-arctic to desert.  
 
Sunplast hard plaster system have proved for excellent durability for high impact resistance, flat and 
true predictable rebound surfaces, superb reflectance and ball visibility and cost effectiveness. 
 
BADMINTON COURT 
 
The full width of the court is 6.1 meters (20 ft), and in singles this width is reduced to 5.18 meters (17 ft). 
The full length of the court is 13.4 meters (44 ft). The service courts are marked by a centre line dividing 
the width of the court, by a short service line at a distance of 1.98 meters (6.5 ft) from the net, and by 
the outer side and back boundaries. In doubles, the service court is also marked by a long service line, 
which is 0.78 meters (2 ft 6 inch) from the back boundary. The net is 1.55 meters (5 ft 1 inch) high at the 
edges and 1.524 meters (5 ft) high in the centre. The net posts are placed over the doubles side lines, 
even when singles is played.  
 
There is no mention in the laws of badminton, of a minimum height for the ceiling above the court. 
Nonetheless, a badminton court will not be suitable if the ceiling is likely to be hit on a high serve.  
 
BASKETBALL COURT 
 
Dimension of Wooden Basketball Court is: 
 
Length of a basketball court -94 feet (1128 inches) 
Width of a basketball court- 50 feet (600 inches) 
Size of a basketball backboard - Width: 6 feet (72 inches) Height: 3. 5 feet (42 inches) 
Size of a basketball rim - diameter of the rim is 18 inches 
The top of the rim should be exactly 10 feet (120 inches) off the ground 
Distance from the backboard to the back of the rim 6 inches 



VOLLEYBALL COURT 
 
The game is played on a volleyball court 18 meters long and 9 meters wide, divided into two 9 m × 9 m 
halves by a one-meter wide net placed so that the top of the net is 2.43 meters above the center of the 
court for men's competition, and 2.24 meters for women's competition (these heights are varied for 
veterans and junior competitions). 
 
There is a line 3 meters from and parallel to the net in each team court which is considered the "attack 
line". This 3 meter (or 10 feet) line divides the court into back row and front row areas (also back court 
and front court). These are in turn divided into 3 areas each, starting from area "1", which is the position 
of the serving player. 
 


